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Public university located in Sfax,
Tunisia
• Top-ranked computer science research organization:
•
•

CTWS Leiden Ranking: 204th Worldwide, 1st in Africa
URAP Ranking: 482nd Worldwide, 2nd in Africa

• Top-ranked national university
• Sfax is the second largest town in Tunisia and is
known for its nationwide leadership in public
administration, industry and science
• Wikimedia-related Research has begun since 2012.
• We collaborate with user groups and affiliates mainly
Wikimedia TN User Group, Wikimedia and Libraries
User Group and Wikimedia Medicine in developing
research projects of common interest.

About Us
Brief insights about the University of Sfax
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Next steps
Future directions for our research group

We manage to create a new research unit
• The Research Unit is called Data Engineering and Semantics
• It will involve local Wikimedia researchers, Social media
researchers and data scientists

Strengthening research efforts
• We are already involved in national and international
research projects (DAAD)
• We try to tackle new projects
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Introduction
The need to structured data in smart cities
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In a modern city, there is a huge number of institution types
Education, Industry, Health, Trade…
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Different institutions may need to work together
To provide a service or to fulfill their requirements
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However,
Many problems

• They use different data management software
• Lack of interoperability
• Lack of automation of the adjustment, alignment and update of databases
• Paid service that requires regular updates and improvements

• Enterprise Data is not fully structured
• Difficulty of the generation of statistical information from databases
• Difficulty of quality assessment for enterprises
• Difficulty of machine and deep learning of enterprise management and professional
knowledge
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Comparison
Current databases for enterprises vs. Structured data

Current data of enterprises

Structured data

• Semi-Structured

• Fully structured in the form of triples (RDF)

•

Relational databases (RDBMS)
•
•
•

•

Data cannot be automatically known by machines
Queried using SQL, does not support federated queries
Data evaluation is difficult and requires knowledge in
computing and the field of the concerned enterprise

Wikis (Mediawiki)
•

•

•
•
•

Data can be recognized thanks to Description Logics
Queried using SPARQL, supports federated queries from
various databases in RDF format
Data evaluation can be easily done by automatically
integrating fully structured enterprise databases with a
knowledge graph

Automatic information retrieval and enrichment cannot be
done from scratch by machines
Data validation and development is hard and requires an
advanced knowledge of the architecture of the wiki, of wiki
markup and of the Mediawiki API
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Sfax, Tunisia as a Smart City
Current Status

• University of Sfax has launched
a project to convert Sfax into a
smart city
• Such a project needs a flexible
data management software for
multiple smart city purposes
• Wikibase as a free software can
be an efficient solution
particularly as Tunisia is still a
developing nation
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Services

Industry 4.0
Wikibase

Natural Resources
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Wikibase
Definition and Features
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What is Wikibase
From Wikibase Official Website

• Wikibase is an open-source software suite for creating fully structured
knowledge databases, opening the door to the Linked Open Data web.
• Wikibase is the powerful, flexible and customizable knowledge base
software that drives Wikidata. With MediaWiki as its front end and a rich
JavaScript interface for data management, Wikibase makes collaboration
easy for humans and machines alike, and its data model prioritizes
language independence and knowledge diversity.
• Wikibase's robust data export options include JSON, RDF/XML, N3, YAML
and more—and it provides a powerful query interface using SPARQL for
both local and federated queries (with updates on changes), extending
the potential data available from a single node to thousands.
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Data Model
As seen from Wikidata, Wikibase-driven Knowledge Graph
• Entities are assigned a number beginning with a letter. The entities
can be concepts or properties.
• Concepts can be:
•
•
•
•
•

Customers
Products
Employees
Departments
Sales

• Properties can be:
•
•
•

A type of relations between concepts
A type of relations between properties
A type of information about concepts or properties (e.g. Identifiers in
other databases and Date of Birth)

• Each entity is assigned labels and descriptions in multiple languages

• Entities are linked to each others by relations in the form of triples
that can include qualifiers and references.
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User-Friendly Query Service
SPARQL Endpoint: https://query.wikidata.org
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Tools for automatic enrichment and validation of databases
API, QuickStatements, Bots, Wikidata Hub…
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Files describing the excepted features for a given type of entities
ShEx
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Easy install
https://www.wikiba.se/install/
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To sum up
• Easily readable by machine, can be used in updating other
databases
• Easily verifiable and editable by machine
• Can be simply enriched using Knowledge Graph Learning (from databases,
raw texts, IoT…)
• Can be simply validated using federated queries and description logics (ShEx,
statements related to properties…)

• Free and available online at https://wikiba.se/.
• Does not require subscription
• Updated by many volunteers
• Easy install
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Challenges
How to define Wikibase applications for smart cities
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Matters
• Not all needed codes are available at https://wikiba.se/.
• Useful extensions that are developed to enhance Wikidata can be useful for other Wikibase-driven databases.
• However, they should be gathered from many GitHub repositories.

• When Wikibase-driven databases are many in a city, alignment between them is absolutely difficult
• Several types of businesses need specific data models
• A databases for sales does not have the same structure as a database of health services

• Adequacy of the use of big data technologies (Hadoop, MapReduce and Spark) for the enrichment and
refinement of Wikibase applications is not well documented
• Security and upgrade of Wikibase and Mediawiki software for enterprise applications is perplexing
• Conflict of interest with Wikidata
• Several data can be relevant for inclusion in Wikidata: Data of significance for a broad community such as a
database of cultural heritage
• Several data can be useless for Wikidata such as the transactions of an individual. However, their synthesis can
be useful for Wikidata
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Solutions
• Let all useful tools for a Wikibase-driven application in a unique repository
• Define data models for each type of businesses: Pharmacy, Grocery,
Market, Industry...
• Define when data can be directly uploaded to Wikidata
• Tools should be developed so that Wikibase applications for enterprises
can benefit from useful information available in big data (IoT, Social
Media) and Wikidata
• Tools to upgrade Wikibase and Mediawiki software and to ensure security
of smart cities applications should be developed
• Create a skeleton of a Wikibase-driven database for the alignment
between Wikibase applications in a smart city
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However, funding is required…
We manage to participate to Horizon Europe in 2021.
All corporations and volunteers who would like to join our open society project are greeted.
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Thank you
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